KEEP FUMES DOWN IN THE WORKPLACE

Protect yourself from diesel engine exhaust emissions (DEEEs) at work. Depending
on what you’re doing, your employer will tell you which steps to take – and when.

1 TURN OFF
ENGINES IF
NOT NEEDED

This stops the production
of DEEEs

2 USE LOCAL
EXHAUST
VENTILATION

Tailpipe exhaust extraction
systems are used to draw
fumes away from the
work area and filter them.
These need to be inspected
properly and maintained to
continue to work efficiently

3 USE
4 WEAR A MASK 5 GET TRAINED
WORKPLACE AIR
EXTRACTION
For some jobs you’ll need
to wear a mask. Make
sure it’s an FFP3-standard
mask (European standard
EN149:2001 or country
equivalent) or a powered
air-fed hood. No other
mask will protect you

Increasing air circulation
in the workplace can
help reduce exposure to
DEEEs. This can be done
by installing air vents in
the walls and ceiling or
even by keeping doors
and windows open in your
workplace while working

Understand the dangers
of exposure to DEEEs, and
when and how to eliminate
them. Use controls and
protective equipment

WORLDWIDE AT LEAST 38,000 PEOPLE
A YEAR DIE FROM EXCESS DIESEL
VEHICLE NITROGEN OXIDE EMISSIONS

WHAT DO I LOOK FOR?

Watch out for signs that diesel fumes are causing a problem.

WALLS OR SURFACES
ARE COVERED IN SOOT

A SMOKY HAZE WHEN
DIESEL ENGINES
ARE USED

BLUE OR BLACK SMOKE
COMING FROM DIESEL
EXHAUST FUMES

DIESEL FUMES CAN KILL YOU

Diesel engine exhaust emissions (DEEEs) can cause lung cancer, asthma and chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD).

WHAT ARE THEY?

DEEEs are a mixture of gases, vapours, liquid
aerosols and particles created by burning
diesel fuels.

WHY ARE THEY DANGEROUS?
The amount of soot particles contained in
DEEEs may be 10 times more than in petrol
exhaust fumes, and DEEEs include several
substances that have the potential to cause
cancer.

WHO IS AFFECTED?

Anyone working with or around dieselpowered equipment or vehicles can be
affected. Emissions from diesel vehicles
like forklifts, trucks and vans, buses, trains
and tractors – particularly in enclosed spaces
like garages or workshops – can cause
a problem. People working with fixed
power sources like compressors, generators
and power plant in sectors like tunnelling,
mining and construction could also be
at risk.

HEALTH SYMPTOMS

See your doctor if you have any of these symptoms:
- a cough that doesn’t go away after two
or three weeks
- a long-standing cough that gets worse
- persistent chest infections
- coughing up blood
- an ache or pain when breathing
or coughing
- persistent breathlessness
- persistent tiredness or lack of energy
- loss of appetite or unexplained weight loss

PROTECT YOURSELF WHEN DRIVING FOR WORK
Are you a courier or a truck or taxi driver? Do you drive regularly for work? If yes,
make sure you consider the following to reduce your and others’ exposure to DEEEs:

REDUCE YOUR EXPOSURE
TO DIESEL FUMES

YOUR VEHICLE

Think about the vehicle you are driving.
Did you know?

Petrol vehicles use
more fuel than diesel
and produce more
carbon dioxide,
but produce less-toxic
emissions.

In the European Union,
Euro 5 and 6 diesel vehicles
are required to have a diesel
particulate filter, which reduces
particulate emissions by up to
90 per cent. Other countries
have similar standards.

As a professional driver, you may be exposed to
dangerously high levels of diesel exhaust emissions.
Protect yourself from the risks:

Hybrid electric vehicles
(HEVs), plug-in hybrid
electric vehicles (PHEVs) and
all-electric vehicles (EVs)
typically produce lower
exhaust emissions than
conventional
vehicles or no exhaust
emissions at all.

- Drive with your windows closed
- Plan your route carefully and avoid congested areas
- Try not to drive when the roads are busiest
– between 4 and 7pm

- Rotate your shifts so you’re not always driving
at congested times

Regular maintenance of
your vehicle is important
in keeping dangerous
emissions low.

Working together to beat
occupational cancer
The Institution of Occupational Safety
and Health (IOSH), is campaigning
to stop thousands of untimely deaths
to work-caused cancer – find out more
at www.notimetolose.org.uk

